Introduction
A number of papers and monographs (cf.
[l]- [7] ) were devoted to investigation of various classes of orthomodular posets (OMPs) and their relations. To follow the trend wc suggest a notion of an alternative OMP and obtain propositions connccting the concept with some known classes of OMPs. At the same time wc extend some known results and provide new proofs to some of them.
The definition of an alternative OMP generalizes the well-known concepts of an ortliocomplctc OMP and an implicative OMP. On the other hand, the class of all alternative OMPs is a proper part of the known class of disjunctive OMPs.
Definition and elementary remarks
Let E be an OMP. As usually, for x,y £ E with xLy let x + y denote the supremum of x and y.
1.1. DEFINITION. An OMP E is called alternative if any 1-set A c E either has a supremum or has no minimal majorants. •i=. Let A C E be a _L-sct and x be a minimal majorant of A. Put B = A U {a;'}. Obviously B is a ±-set. Suppose z is a majorant of B. Then x' < z. Ilence 3a; A z. Then x A z is a majorant of A and x A z < x. Thus
PROPOSITION. E is alternative. if and only if (*) for any L-set A C E and any B C
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x A z = x and wc li a ve x < z. So z = 1. Thus 3 \JD = 1. Since {.T'} is a -L-sct with a suprcnuim, 3 \J A. Proof. We'll prove only (the rest is obvious) that the product E of the family (E,);^/ of alternative OMPs is alternative. Let A C E be a _L-set. If Vi G I 3\/ X £ A Xi --yi then y = y A. Suppose 3/ G I such that the family has no minimal majorants. Suppose y G E is a majorant of A. Let Zi G Ei be a majorant, of (.T,-)re/V with z i < Vi• Put
Then u is a majorant of A and n < y.
1.5. Remark. Proposition l.-l let one design alternative OMPs which are not lattices or orthocomplete OMPs.
1.6. Remark. One comes across the condition (*) in [1] . It's proved there that any orthomodular lattice satisfies the condition.
Connections with disjunctive, Boolean and implicative OMPs
2.1. DEFINITION. [2] , [3] . An OMP E is called disjunctive providing
THEOREM. If E is alternative then E is disjunctive.
Proof. Suppose x.y G E and x ^ y. Let A be a maximal _L-subsct of 2) The set A has no minimal majorants. Since x is a majorant of A, there exists a majorant x\ of A satisfying xi < x. Let x\ + c = x. Obviously c ^ 0 and c < x. Suppose z < c and z < y. Then 2 G [0,.t] fl [0,7/] and z±a for any a G A. It follows that 2 = 0. Thus e A y = 0.
2.3. Remark. Theorem 2.2 is an extension of the main result of [2] telling that any orthocomplete OMP is disjunctive. [2]. [3] . AN OMP E is called Boolean if x,y G E,
x±y.
PROPOSITION. If E is Boolean then E is allernalive.
Proof. It follows [2] ill at E is Boolean if and only if x,y G E, x £ y => 3c G E \ {0} (c < x,c±y).
Let A C E be a 1-sct, x be a minimal majorant of A and y be a. majorant of A. Suppose x JI y. Let, c G E satisfy c ^ 0, c < x and cLy. Let c + x\ = x. Then x^ < x. For any a G A we have a < 2/ < c' and a < x. Thus a < c' A x = .TJ. This contradicts the fact that x is minimal. Thus x < y and therefore .?; -\JA.
2.6. Remark. Certainly there exist alternative and non-Boolean OMPs.
2.7. Remark. The product and the horizontal sum of an arbitrary family of disjunctive OMPs are disjunctive [3] . The product of a family of Boolean OMPs is a Boolean OMP. The horizontal sum of 2 Boolean OMPs can be non-Boolean.
What will happen if we st rengthen the requirement of altcrnativity of an OMP E and claim any (not only orthogonal) set A C E either to have a suprcmum or not to have minimal majorants? It turns out we'll come to the class of implicative OMPs of R. Codowski, T. Traczyk and J. Varlet. Proof. Obviously 1)o2) and -l)<^5). By Remark 2.9, 2)o3). 
COROLLARY. Any implicative OMP is allernalive.
2.13. Remark. In [3] any implicative OMP is shown to be disjunctive. That also can be obtained from Corollary 2.12 and Theorem 2.2. It's also established in [3] that any at most 2-element subset of an implicative OMP has at most 1 maximal minorant. Clearly this is a special case of Proposition 2.11.
2.14. Remark. Results of [4] and [5] mentioned in [3] imply any Doolean OMP to be implicative. Together with Corollary 2.12 this provides another proof to Proposition 2.5. Note that our proof of Proposition 2.5 did not use the orthogonality of the set A. By Proposition 2.11 we obtain a direct proof of a Boolean OMP to be implicative.
2.15. Remark. There exist orthocomplete and non-implicative OMPs [3] . In particular these OMPs arc alternative.
2.16. Remark. It is known [3] that the product and the horizontal sum of an arbitrary family of implicative OMPs are implicative OMPs.
Properties connected with atoms
3.1. DEFINITION. [6] . An OMP E is called atomic if for any x € -E\{0} there exists an atom a of E satisfying a < x.
DEFINITION. [G]
. An OMP E is said to be atomistic if for any x e E we have x = V-^x where Ax = {« G E | a is an atom and a < x}. 3.4. Remark. Obviously if E is orthoatomistic then E is atomistic and if E is atomistic then E is atomic.
PROPOSITION. If E is alternative and atomic then E is orthoatomistic.
Proof. Let x 6 E. By Zorn Lemma., there exists a maximal -L-set A of atoms contained in [0,.r]. Obviously x is a minimal majorant of A. Since E is alternative, x = \JA.
PROPOSITION. If E is disjunctive and atomic then E is atomistic.
Proof. Let x 6 E. Obviously x is a majorant of A x . Suppose x ^ y, y being a majorant of A x . Let c 6 E satisfy c / 0, c < x and c Ay = 0. Let a be an atom of E with a < c. Then a 6 A x . Ilcncc a < y. This contradicts the equality c A y -0.
3.7. Remark. In [2] tlicrc is an example of a non-disjunctive OMP. Formerly [7] the example was known as an atomic and non-atomistic OMP. By Proposition 3.G, an arbitrary atomic and non-atomistic OMP is nondisjunctive.
3.8. Remark. Sincc any atomistic OMP is disjunctive [3] , E is atomistic if and only if E is disjunctive and atomic.
3.9. EXAMPLE. An atomistic and non-orthoatomistic OMP. (Such an OMP must be disjunctive and non-alternative.)
Let A be a countable set, B be a continuum set and A fl B = 0. Put Q = A U B. Let f. be the set, of all sets x C ft such that x is finite and card x C\ A = card x fl B or x is the complement in Q of such a set. Then E is a sub-OMP of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of Q.
It's easy to verify £ to l>e an atomistic OMP. Let a £ A and b (E B. Obviously the set Q \ {a, b} cannot be represented as a supremum of a ±-set of atoms.
